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Bright Street Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.After claiming Zora Mason as his mate, and
fighting off a threat to the MacKinnon pride, Mac is more than ready to get back to managing his
coffee bar and settling into mated bliss. But just when it looks like things are quieting down, Mac
and Zora find more challenges ahead. Plans for Zora and Mac s official introduction the to the
pride, and the opening of the new coffee bar may be derailed when, gripped by a mysterious blood
fever lingering after the leadership challenge, Mac is driven to the edge of his endurance as he fights
to keep his inner lion under control. Juggling her responsibilities in the business and her position as
the mate of the pride leader becomes even more challenging when Zora is forced to confront her
fear that Mac is changing into someone she doesn t recognize. As the fever pushes Mac to the edge,
the revelation of an old, painful family secret proves to be the key to saving Mac s life. Zora and Mac
come up with a...
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ReviewsReviews

Good electronic book and valuable one. It generally is not going to charge an excessive amount of. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this ebook through which really transformed me, change the way i think.
-- Mr . Dom enic Eichm a nn-- Mr . Dom enic Eichm a nn

It in just one of the best ebook. I could possibly comprehended everything using this written e ebook. You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of your
time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you check with me).
-- Da ya na  B r ekke Sr .-- Da ya na  B r ekke Sr .
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